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ABSTRACT 

The size of personal digital music collections has grown significantly over the past decade, 

but common consumer media players offer limited options for library browsing and 

navigation. Various experimental prototypes implement visualisations derived from both 

content-based and contextual song features, but their lack of integration into existing media 

software prevents evaluation of such systems across a widespread user base. This project 

introduces the first content-based music library visualisation implemented as an extension to 

an existing consumer software media player.  The SoundBite add-on for Songbird media 

player exploits timbral audio similarity measures to facilitate two-dimensional map and 

network-based navigation and browsing of personal music collections. The similarity 

measures also support automatic playlist generation within Songbird.  

Incorporating previous work in timbre modelling, this project evaluates statistical 

dimensionality reduction techniques in the audio similarity domain with a focus on 

minimising computational requirements. The realised system achieves a high quality two-

dimensional representation of a higher dimensional similarity space without exceeding the 

computational or memory constraints imposed by the media player environment. 

SoundBite for Songbird provides an entry point for real world consumer adoption of 

experimental music browsing and navigation methods that have previously been limited to 

prototype systems and small-scale user evaluations. Feedback from the Songbird user 

community will provide insight into the merits of content-based visualisation in the digital 

music marketplace, and SoundBite will provide users with a new interactive context for 

exploration of their music collections.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation: Moving Toward a Media Player That Listens 

Being a music fan is hard work. You have to keep up with new releases. You have to explore 

the world’s vast musical library consisting of decades of recorded sound and centuries of 

composition. You have to evaluate songs for purchase, read reviews for context, and debate 

your friends for the hundredth time about which version of “Live And Let Die” really is the 

best. And somewhere in all of that, you have to find time to sit back and listen. 

When you do find time to listen, your media player might actually be working against you. 

Typically, you will be looking at list of hundreds to thousands or maybe even tens of 

thousands of songs. Where to begin? If you already have an idea of what you want to listen to, 

then your media player lets you search for an artist, album, song, or genre. You can apply text 

metadata filters to generate "smart" playlists, browse the list of albums by artwork instead of 

text, or submit yourself to the random selections of shuffle.  

What you cannot do is generate a browse, search, or create a playlist based on the actual audio 

content of your songs. If you want to direct your listening based on what a song sounds like, 

your media player can’t help you. It may organize, display, and play a large library of songs, 

but it cannot listen to those songs. 

This project addresses that problem by providing an implementation of automatic playlist 

generation and music library visualisation powered by audio similarity measures. The 

implementation, SoundBite for Songbird, extends the functionality of an existing consumer 

media player and will be released for public use. This project adds to a small line-up of 

existing audio similarity playlist generators, and it provides the first known interactive 

content-based visualisation of music libraries available as a plug-in to an existing consumer 

software media player. 

1.2 Developing the Visualisation 

The technical underpinnings of this project span signal processing concepts relating to Music 

Information Retrieval (MIR) and statistical work in the fields of dimensionality reduction and 

information visualisation. A considerable volume of previous research has examined audio 
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similarity measures derived from polyphonic timbre models, and this project uses a 

computationally efficient timbre distance measure as the driver for visualisation. Across an 

entire music library, track-to-track distance measures create a high dimensional audio 

similarity space. The visualisations in this project aim to reduce this higher dimensional space 

to two dimensions while maintaining a high quality spatial representation of the timbral 

similarities and dissimilarities within the collection. 

To achieve a computationally efficient, high quality dimensional reduction, several reduction 

techniques are evaluated with a large music library. This report details the results for methods 

including Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), and an 

efficient form of MDS called Landmark Multidimensional Scaling (LMDS). Reduction 

quality, memory requirements, and computation time are considered in the evaluation.  

1.3 Realising the System: SoundBite for Songbird 

SoundBite for Songbird implements timbral feature extraction and automatic playlist 

generation on the Songbird media player. Interactive visualisations support both map and 

network-based music library navigation. Figure 1 shows a SoundBite visualisation inside the 

media player. 

 

 

Figure 1.  SoundBite for Songbird 
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SoundBite for Songbird offers a variety of features including: 

! One-click automatic "sounds like" playlists 

! Interactive navigation controls (zoom, resize, click-and-drag map movement) 

! Track context information on rollover (see Figure 2) 

! Playback, rating, and manual playlist building controls 

! Two interactive visualisations: Library View and Network View 

! Contextual colouring by genre, artist, album, or rating 

! Contextual filtering by various metadata categories 

 

Figure 2.  SoundBite Library Visualisation 

SoundBite is currently implemented for Linux operating systems, but the bulk of the 

implementation is cross-platform. Versions for Windows and OS X are planned for near-term 

development. As can be seen in Figure 2, SoundBite offers a user experience where songs are 

arranged in a two-dimensional space that relates to what the songs sound like. Songs that are 

in close proximity sound similar, and songs that far apart sound different. Instead of searching 

and browsing lists, users can navigate a song space based on a model of the similarity 

between the audio signals. 
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1.4 Report Structure 

This project report contains six chapters: 

! Chapter 1 provided a brief introduction to SoundBite for Songbird. 

! Chapter 2 examines background material and previous work relating to music 

information retrieval, music recommendation systems, song similarity measures, and 

visualisation of music libraries. 

! Chapter 3 looks at timbre models, timbral similarity measures, and the feature 

extraction implementation that powers SoundBite for Songbird. 

! Chapter 4 evaluates various dimensionality reduction techniques to develop a solution 

that drives music library visualisation. 

! Chapter 5 details SoundBite for Songbird technologies, architecture, features, and 

functionality. 

! Chapter 6 summarises the project’s conclusions and offers proposed directions for 

future work. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

The digital music space is expanding at rates so fast that no human could hope to listen to all 

of the new content. Even large editorial teams must pick and choose from the large volume of 

new releases and re-released archival material for their reviews. The iTunes Music Store, the 

leading online music retailer, has a catalogue containing over 10 million tracks, and the store 

has sold over 6 billion songs since opening in 2001 [1]. This vast and increasing library of 

available music creates a need for new tools for search, exploration, and discovery. 

2.1 Music Information Retrieval 

Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is an interdisciplinary field relating to the automated 

extraction and aggregation of musical features. Downie [2] defines seven aspects of MIR: 

! Pitch – The perceived fundamental frequency of a sound. 

! Temporal – Information about the timing and duration of musical events, such as 

rhythm, tempo, and accents. 

! Harmonic – The manner in which two or more simultaneous pitches relate. 

! Timbral – The tonal colour of sound. Timbre will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

! Editorial – Performance instructions including dynamics, articulations, slurs, and 

ornamentation. Editorial aspects can create significant differences between different 

editions of the same composition. 

! Textual – The lyrics that accompany a musical work. 

! Bibliographic – Information about the title, composer, arranger, publisher, 

publication date, and so forth. Bibliographic information is commonly captured in 

metadata. 

The MIR community faces a variety of challenges in attempts to retrieve information relating 

to each aspect. Another equally important challenge arises when efforts are made to relate the 

musical information to the manner in which music is experienced. Downie [2] explains, 

Music ultimately exists in the mind of its perceiver. Therefore, the 

perception, appreciation, and experience of music will vary not only 

across the multitudes of minds that apprehend it, but will also vary within 

each mind as the individual’s mood, situation, and circumstances change. 
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Indeed, an individual’s music taste is defined by many factors and is not a direct function of 

what music sounds like. Among many other factors, an individual’s perception of a new song 

can relate to the artist’s popularity, the source of the recommendation, or the listening 

environment.  

2.2 Song Similarity and Music Recommendation Systems 

If the information in a song is not sufficient to determine the extent to which a listener will 

enjoy the song, how then can we go about recommending new songs to listeners? 

Considerable effort has gone into the development of recommendation systems, which 

typically involve content-based features, collaborative filtering, or some hybrid combination. 

2.2.2 Content-Based Similarity Measures 

Content-based features relate directly to the aspects of music discussed in Section 2.1. 

Similarity measures and recommendation systems derived from content-based features 

attempt to identify songs that share the same musical qualities.  

Song similarity measures based on timbre were introduced in [3] and are widely used to 

determine the degree to which one song sounds like another song. This project uses timbral 

similarity measures exclusively, and Chapter 3 provides a detailed derivation of the models 

used to construct such measures. West and Lamere [4] combine timbre models with cultural 

labels in an approach that adds contextual genre and style relevance to timbral similarity. 

Contextual information reflects listener interpretations of music [5] and aids in generating 

more relevant recommendations in situations where songs of the wrong genre or style would 

be considered errant. 

Other content-based systems use chroma features [6], measures that capture both the primary 

melody and harmonic qualities. Chroma features can be used in conjunction with rhythmic 

beat tracking to identify different performances of the same song. Rhythm also drives the 

content-based measure of [7], where perceptually weighted rhythm patterns form the basis of 

a similarity measure that powers a music archive visualisation. 

2.2.3 Collaborative Filtering Approaches 

Collaborative filtering approaches ignore musical content and attempt to characterise 

similarity according to user preferences. Typical criteria for collaborative systems include 
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user purchase histories, user ratings, user listening habits, and the results of user polling. The 

basic premise is to identify users with similar profiles and issue recommendations along the 

lines of “People who like The Beatles also tend to like The Zombies.” 

Ringo [8] was an early collaborative artist-recommendation system implemented via an 

electronic mailing list. New users were asked to subjectively rate a list of artists to establish a 

user profile. Social information filtering algorithms then evaluated the database of user 

profiles to generate recommendations to users. 

Amazon
1
, a leading online retailer, makes extensive use of collaborative filtering algorithms 

to recommend new products to its customers [9]. Music-specific collaborative filtering 

recommenders include LastFM
2
, driven by user listening habits, and Rate Your Music

3
, an 

online music collection management system that provides recommendations based on user 

album ratings. 

The extensive use of collaborative filtering recommenders in the marketplace is evidence 

enough as to the power of collaborative filtering to generate high quality recommendations to 

users. Given that content-based recommenders can’t completely capture listener taste, it may 

seem that content-based approaches should be abandoned for pure collaborative approaches. 

However, collaborative filtering also has its flaws. Given a completely new song that does not 

exist in user profiles, collaborative filtering algorithms cannot incorporate the new song into 

recommendations. 

2.2.4 The Cold Start Problem and Hybrid Recommenders 

The inability of collaborative filters to recommend a new item is referred to as the cold start 

problem [10]. In the examples discussed above, a user must purchase, listen to, or rate a song 

or album before the system can recommend that song to others. In the ever-expanding 

catalogues of digital music stores, the cold start problem makes it increasingly difficult to find 

obscure and novel songs. This introduces the related problem that collaborative 

recommenders tend to be biased toward popularity. Several proposed recommendation 

                                                

1
 http://www.amazon.com 

2
 http://www.last.fm 

3
 http://www.rateyourmusic.com 
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systems aim to alleviate problems of collaborative filtering by combining content-based 

features with collaborative models in hybrid systems. 

Yoshii et al. [10] propose a hybrid recommender that incorporates collaborative user ratings 

with content-based timbral features. The aim is to create user profiles containing the timbral 

characteristics of their favourite songs, and then to recommend songs from other users who 

share the same favourites. This system overcomes the cold start problem because new pieces 

can be recommended using only the automatically extracted timbral content. 

Stenzel and Kamps [11] use collaborative data collected from web playlists in conjunction 

with content-based feature vectors from [12] that incorporate timbral, rhythmic, and pitch 

information. Their model can also recommend new songs that only have content-based data 

available. Fields et al. [13] also construct a hybrid playlist model that combines collaborative 

data from MySpace
4
 with timbral content-based features. 

2.2.5 Existing Playlist Generators 

An automatic playlist generator is a type of music recommendation system. It constructs an 

ordered list of songs using a music library and a similarity model. This project implements an 

automatic playlist generator that is limited to the song set in a user’s personal library, but the 

same concept can easily be extended to collections available for streaming or purchase online. 

The simplest form of automatic playlist is typically referred to as a smart playlist. It uses 

customisable metadata filters to create a playlist whose member songs satisfy the metadata 

requirements. As an example, a user could create a “new rock songs” playlist that contains all 

of the songs in their library that have a rock genre tag and a play count of zero. Smart playlist 

tools are generally available in all standard consumer media players. 

Customised online radio stations can also be considered a form of automatic playlist 

generation. Pandora
5
 uses manually annotated content-based features to create personalised 

stations, and LastFM offers user-specific recommendation radio stations derived from its 

database of user listening habits. 

                                                

4
 http://www.myspace.com 

5
 http://www.pandora.com 
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Several automatic playlist generators similar to the SoundBite for Songbird implementation 

are available as plug-ins to consumer media players. SoundBite
6
 for iTunes and the Mirage

7
 

plug-in for the Banshee media player both use content-based features to generate automatic 

playlists based on timbral similarity. SoundBite for Songbird shares its name and similarity 

model with the previously developed SoundBite for iTunes. For purposes of distinction in this 

report, SoundBite for Songbird will refer to features and technology specific to the Songbird 

implementation, and SoundBite alone will refer to previously developed technology and 

features that are shared by all SoundBite plug-ins. 

A final example of automatic playlist generation is Apple’s iTunes Genius
8
. Apple does not 

publish information on their recommendation methods for Genius, but intelligent reasoning 

based on playlist results [14] suggests Genius uses traditional collaborative filtering 

techniques.  

Which tool generates the best playlists? To sum up the enormous difficulties involved in 

presenting high quality, relevant recommendations to listeners: it depends. Is the listener 

looking for novel results or familiar songs? Does the listener care about genre or era 

consistency? Or does the listener simply want a coherent playlist of songs that sound similar 

to each other? There is inherent taste, mood, and situation-specific fuzziness involved in 

answering these questions. How then can musical similarity measures be evaluated? 

2.2.5 Evaluating Similarity Measures 

Various methods have been proposed and employed to evaluate musical similarity measures. 

Logan and Salomon [3] use an objective relevance test where the number of songs that share 

the same artist, album, or genre with the seed song are tabulated. Aucouturier et al. [15] 

evaluate similarity using a query-by-timbre method that establishes clusters of similar 

sounding songs and then performs a relevance test using the clusters. In a large-scale 

evaluation, Berenzweig et al. [16] considered listener surveys, expert opinion, playlists, web 

text, and listener collections in a performance evaluation of different similarity measures. 

                                                

6
 http://www.isophonics.net 

7
 http://hop.at/mirage 

8
 http://www.apple.com/itunes/whatsnew 
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Such evaluations are useful as similarity measures are developed, but evaluation is ultimately 

a task for the marketplace. 

2.3 Music Library Visualisation 

2.3.1 Standard Consumer Media Players 

Visualisation of music libraries is an active area of research, but to this date no experimental 

library visualisation has found its way into a standard consumer media player. The visual 

appearance of standard media players is still heavily text dependent, and while advances have 

been made in view options that show artwork, the artwork is still constrained to lists that are 

ordered by textual metadata. 

2.3.2 Previous Work in Music Library Visualisation 

Lillie [5] provides an thorough overview of various library visualisation implementations 

including artist similarity networks, geographic song maps, and 3-dimensional artist similarity 

spaces. A wide variety of content-based, contextual, and collaborative features are used as the 

basis for the different visualisations. Table 1 lists selected visualisation techniques with their 

underlying features. 

Table 1.  Previous Library Visualisations 
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Of particular note are MusicBox and Search Inside The Music, both of which helped inspire 

the visualisations in this project. MusicBox enables library visualisation using a wide variety 

of content-based features as well as contextual information from the web. Users can arrange 

their library in 2-D spaces using any combination of features. Search Inside The Music is an 

elegant 3-D interface for browsing via content features and cultural references. Its album art-

enhanced 3-D views, while not feasible for a Songbird extension, show the capabilities of 

music navigation powered by similarity measures. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter examined background material regarding music information retrieval, song 

similarity, and library visualisation. Different methods of music recommendation were 

discussed including content-based, collaborative, and hybrid recommenders. Common issues 

with recommenders were highlighted, such as the cold start problem in collaborative filtering 

and the inability of content-based features to completely capture the listening experience. 

Various methods have been proposed to evaluate similarity measures, but music similarity is a 

notoriously difficult subject due to variations across listeners and variations in individual 

listeners depending on mood and situation. Much progress has been made in the area of 

experimental music library visualisation, but standard consumer players have not yet adopted 

browsing techniques that allow library exploration beyond list-based navigation. 
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CHAPTER 3: TIMBRE MODELS FOR AUTOMATIC 

PLAYLIST GENERATION 

The musical audio similarity measure at the core of this project operates on content-based 

timbral features. This chapter discusses a means of modelling, extracting, and comparing the 

polyphonic timbre of songs on a track-to-track basis. The timbral model is then simplified to 

allow a lightweight implementation of the similarity measure. This project’s implementation 

of a software library to facilitate timbral feature extraction from encoded audio files is then 

discussed. 

The material in this chapter summarises previous work in timbre similarity modelling. The 

methods discussed have been implemented in the existing SoundBite iTunes plug-ins, and the 

related components of SoundBite for Songbird were implemented to mimic SoundBite for 

iTunes wherever possible. The specific feature extraction implementation discussed in 

Section 3.5 is unique to SoundBite for Songbird due to platform and architecture differences. 

3.1 The Nature of Timbre 

Timbre can be defined and interpreted in many ways.  Timbre describes qualities of sound 

that allow us to distinguish between different instruments played at the same loudness, pitch, 

and duration [21]. It relates to the tonal qualities and “colour” of a given sound [22]. 

Grey [23] evaluated the perceptual nature of timbre and concluded that the three primary 

dimensions of timbre relate to the following in terms of the audio signal: 

! spectral energy distribution 

! low amplitude, high frequency energy in the attack phase of a musical note 

! spectral evolution across the duration of the note, particularly fluctuations and 

synchronicity of higher harmonics 

It is clear that the timbre of a musical note is closely related to its energy spectrum and the 

manner in which that energy spectrum changes as the note is played. Similarly, the timbre of a 

segment of polyphonic audio relates to the nature and evolution of the energy distribution of 

the signal, which can be summarised with a global spectral shape. Figure 3, in a depiction of 

the “emergence of a global spectral shape,” [15] shows the spectrum of 100 consecutive 93 
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ms windowed audio frames from Radiohead’s “Reckoner.”  The frequency axis is limited to 

0-2000 Hz to allow clear observation of the low-to-mid frequency peaks. 

There is considerable variation in the spectrum of the individual frames, but layering 100 

consecutive frames reveals an overall spectral shape that summarises the audio segment’s 

timbre. The prevalent method to model this global spectral shape is the use of Mel Frequency 

Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), a technique pioneered in speech recognition and first 

evaluated for musical timbre modelling by Logan [24]. 

 

Figure 3.  Fourier Transform Magnitude of 100 Consecutive Audio Frames 

3.2 Timbral Feature Extraction 

3.2.1 The Cepstral Domain 

The term cepstrum is a rearrangement of the word spectrum introduced by Bogert et al. [25] 

to denote the operation of computing the spectrum of the log magnitude spectrum of a signal. 

The cepstrum is commonly generated [15] with the inverse Fourier transform of the input 

signal’s log magnitude spectrum, giving the discrete cepstrum 

 cn =
1

2!
log S e

j"( )( ) # e j"n d"
$!

!

%  (1) 

where S e
j!( )  is the Fourier transform of the input audio signal. 
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Figure 4-Figure 6 illustrate the process of computing a signal’s cepstrum. Figure 4 shows the 

time domain amplitude of a single 4096 sample (93 ms) frame of windowed 44.1 kHz audio 

from Radiohead’s “Reckoner” after conversion to mono. 

 

Figure 4.  Windowed Mono Time Domain Audio, 93 ms at 44,100 Hz 

The magnitude and log magnitude of the signal’s Fourier transform
9
 are shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5.  Fourier Transform Magnitude and Log Magnitude for Single Audio Frame 

                                                

9
 The term Fourier transform is used somewhat loosely in this section to describe the Discrete Fourier transform 

operation on a digital signal using a Fast Fourier Transform method. 
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Figure 6 depicts the cepstrum of the single audio frame. The cepstrum’s x-axis is in units of 

milliseconds, but the interpretation of this axis is different from that of the time domain. Here, 

the values represent the rate of change of the spectral content across frequency. The x-axis of 

the cepstrum extends out to the 93 ms length of the audio frame, but only the first 5 ms are 

highlighted to show the information contained in the first segment of the cepstrum.  

 

Figure 6.  Cepstrum of Single Audio Frame 

Lower order cepstral coefficients model the slow-changing (with frequency) frequency 

domain spectral envelope, and frequency domain spectral changes that occur at higher rates 

are captured with the higher order cepstral coefficients. Figure 7 shows the log magnitude 

spectrum of the original signal, and overlaid onto it is the same signal after the higher order 

cepstral coefficients have been removed through liftering.  

 

Figure 7.  Log Magnitude of Fourier Transform Before and After Liftering Operation 
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In keeping only the lower order cepstral coefficients and transforming back to the frequency 

domain, the slow-changing envelope of the spectrum is retained while the faster-changing 

peaks are smoothed out.  

Moving beyond a single frame, Figure 8 returns to the overlay of the spectra of 100 

consecutive windowed audio frames. For the same 100 frames, the mean of their cepstra is 

calculated and the higher order cepstral coefficients are removed. When transformed back to 

the frequency domain, this mean cepstrum can be seen as a global spectral envelope over the 

varying spectra of the individual frames. In this way, the mean cepstrum provides a simple 

model of the polyphonic timbre of the 100-frame segment. 

 

Figure 8.  Global Spectral Envelope After Liftering Mean Cepstrum of 100 Audio Frames 

3.2.2 The Mel Scale 

The Mel scale is a mapping of frequency to perceived pitch. The mapping is approximately 

linear below 1000 Hz and logarithmic above 1000 Hz. The relationship between linear 

frequency and the Mel scale can be defined using [26] 

 m = 2595 log10
f

700
+1

!
"#

$
%&
 (2) 

The Mel scale has a long history of use in speech analysis in conjunction with cepstral 

coefficients, and more recently it has been applied to music timbre models and similarity 

measures [15,27,28,16,3,29,4]. 
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3.2.3 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

The cepstral analysis of Section 3.2.1 employed an inverse Fourier transform. The resulting 

cepstrum is the same length as the window, in this case 4096 samples. Practical 

implementations [15,3] that use cepstral coefficients generally 

! Reduce the number of coefficients by summing the signal’s energy in a bank of 

overlapping frequency domain triangle filters. 

! Space the centre frequencies of the triangle filters according to the Mel scale rather 

than linear with frequency. 

! Transform to the cepstral domain using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) instead 

of the inverse Fourier transform to ensure the cepstral coefficients are real and 

decorrelated. 

The resulting cepstral coefficients are referred to as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCCs). Figure 9 shows a bank of 40 triangle filters used to reduce the frequency domain 

representation of the signal from the window length to 40 discrete values. The filters are 

spaced linearly under 1000 Hz and logarithmically above 1000 Hz such that the centre 

frequencies are on the Mel scale. 

 

Figure 9.  Triangle Filter Bank for MFCC Computation 

In a given audio frame n, the energy in each filter is summed to generate the vector 

fn = ( fn0 ,…, fn,M !1
)
T  where M is the number of triangle filters. This vector is then transformed 

into MFCCs for the n
th 
audio frame according to 

 cnm = !m log fnk( )cos
" 2k +1( )m

2M

#
$%

&
'(
 

k=0

M )1

* ,           !m =
1 /M      m = 0

2 /M      m + 0

,
-
.

/.
 (3) 
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This is the DCT of the log output of the triangle filter bank. The vector 
 
cn = (cn0 ,…,cn,M !1

)
T  

contains M MFCCs. The entire audio track can be processed in this fashion to generate C, the 

N ! M  MFCC matrix for N frames. Matrix C contains time-varying timbral information 

about the track, and the next step in the feature extraction process is to reduce C to a simple 

model. 

3.3 Timbre Models and Similarity Measures  

3.3.1 MFCC Timbre Models 

The MFCCs for a given track can be modelled using a mixture of Gaussian distributions 

where the probability of observed MFCC data C is estimated using the superposition of K 

Gaussian densities [15]. The probability density of C is estimated as  

 p C( ) = ! k" C,µk ,#k( )
k=1

K

$  (4) 

where µk and !k are the mean and covariance respectively of the k
th
 component of the mixture. 

The parameters "k are referred to as mixing coefficients and indicate the relative weighting of 

the k
th
 component. All information regarding temporal ordering of frames is discarded by this 

approach. 

The mixture of Gaussians for a track can be generated using the expectation-maximisation 

(EM) algorithm. This technique is used to train the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) of 

MFCCs in [15]. An alternative method of generating the mixture of Gaussians, used in [3], is 

to cluster the MFCCs in C using the K-means clustering algorithm. 

3.3.2 MFCC Model Similarity 

Section 3.3.1 discussed two techniques to generate a probability density for the MFCC data C 

of an audio track over the space of all MFCCs. The distance between two probability densities 

p(x)  and q(x)  can be measured with the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence 

 KL p q( ) = p(x)log
p(x)

q(x)x

!  (5) 
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There exists no closed form solution for the KL divergence between two GMMs, and Levy 

and Sandler [27] note that proposed approximations such as the Earth Mover’s Distance and 

MonteCarlo sampling require too much computation time for responsive distance measure 

searches across large personal collections or commercial databases. 

Single Gaussians provide poor models of MFCCs extracted from audio, but Mandel and Ellis 

[29] reported that similarity measures derived from single Gaussian MFCC models performed 

better than GMMs with 20 Gaussians in an artist identification task. Mandel speculates that 

the mixture model might perform better using a less coarse approximation of the KL 

divergence between mixtures, but computational constraints prevent a more precise 

approximation. 

3.3.3 Lightweight Similarity Measure 

A closed form solution does exist for the KL divergence between two single Gaussian 

densities, and [27] proposes a lightweight distance measure using the symmetrised single 

Gaussian KL divergence 

 KL
s
p q( ) = KL p q( ) + KL q p( )  (6) 

where 

 2KL p q( ) = log
!q

! p

+ tr !q

"1
! p( ) + µp " µq( )

T

!q

"1 µp " µq( ) " d  (7) 

with Gaussians p(x) = ! (x;µ
p
,"

p
)  and q(x) = ! (x;µ

q
,"

q
)  of dimensionality d. This 

lightweight measure, in conjunction with diagonal covariance matrices, offers an order of 

magnitude reduction [27] in computational costs with low performance degradation in 

classification tasks.  

Reducing the MFCC timbre model to a single Gaussian for each track also reduces 

requirements on local storage within the media player. When the MFCC data Ci is extracted 

for the i
th
 track using Equation (3), the lightweight timbre model parameters are computed as 

the MFCC mean vector 
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i
=
1
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c
in

n

!  (8) 

and the MFCC variance vector  

 ! i

2
= diag

1

N "1
cni " µi( ) cni " µi( )

T

n

#$
%&

'
()
 (9) 

The mean and variance vectors can then be concatenated into a single feature vector and 

stored locally. The feature vectors of the i
th
 track are then 

 
z
i
= (µ

i1
,…,µ

iM '
,!

i1

2
,…,!

iM '

2
)
T  

where M' is the number of MFCCs used in the similarity measure, which can be lower than 

the number of MFCCs used to build the model. 

3.3.4 Weighting the Similarity Measure 

Efforts have been made to evaluate the ideal number of MFCCs to use for similarity purposes. 

Logan and Salomon [3] evaluated similarity measures using the first 12, 19, and 29 

coefficients from a computation set of 40 MFCCS, and the results in an objective search 

relevance test favoured the 19 MFCC measure. Aucouturier et al. [15] evaluated a timbre 

similarity task while varying the number of MFCCs from 10 to 50, and the best results were 

obtained for 20 MFCCs. However, the evaluation has not proceeded beyond selection of the 

number of coefficients. 

Perhaps better results could be obtained by applying weightings to the dimensions of the 

similarity measure. It is beyond the scope of this project to evaluate the effects, but the 

implementation of a weighted similarity measure is provided to facilitate an informal test bed 

for experimental analyses. A length M' binary weight vector 
 
w = (w

1
,…,w

M '
)
T  can be applied 

to the MFCC models such that the weighted, symmetrised KL divergence similarity measure 

only captures selected MFCCs. The weighting values must be either zero or one because 

otherwise the KL divergence is unaffected. 

3.4 Automatic Playlist Generation 

If a media player has access to MFCC feature vectors describing the simple timbre models of 

songs in its music library, the lightweight similarity measure of Section 3.3.3 can be used to 

generate automatic playlists.  
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Various methods have been considered for automatic playlists derived from content-based 

similarity measures. The simplest technique, used in both [3] and the existing SoundBite 

iTunes plug-ins, chooses the N most similar tracks to a user-selected seed track and orders the 

playlist using the similarity measure. Logan [30] examined two other methods, one involving 

trajectories through a graph of songs and one using automatic relevance feedback. Both 

techniques degrade performance compared to the N-closest method when evaluated with 

genre, artist, and album relevance tests. 

In the Mirage plug-in to the Banshee media player, Schnitzer [28] implements a dynamic re-

seeding method where the N-closet method is reapplied after any track that the user listens to 

for more than 60% duration. This method is not evaluated, but it ensures that track-to-track 

transitions have high similarity scores. 

In this project, the basic N-closest method was selected for automatic playlist generation. This 

maintains continuity across the line-up of SoundBite plug-ins. As will be seen in Chapter 5, 

the focus of this project lies in enabling the user to browse and explore timbral similarity, not 

in developing the “perfect” playlist algorithm. 

3.5 MFCC Feature Extraction Implementation 

To this point, Chapter 3 has discussed theory relating to timbre modelling and similarity 

measures. As part of this project, these techniques were directly implemented in a GStreamer 

SoundBite plug-in library, libgstsoundbite. This plug-in facilitates extraction of MFCC 

feature vectors from encoded audio files. The plug-in is a standalone utility for MFCC feature 

extraction on Linux. 

GStreamer
10
 is a modular pipeline-based multimedia framework with libraries for audio and 

video playback, editing, processing, recording, and streaming. The flexibility of the 

GStreamer libraries allows the plug-in to support all common methods of encoding audio 

including WAV, MP3, Ogg Vorbis, AAC, and FLAC. GStreamer plug-ins are compiled as 

shared libraries and loaded at runtime. 

                                                

10
 http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org 
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Figure 10 shows a GStreamer pipeline that extracts MFCC feature vectors from audio files. 

This pipeline uses libgstsoundbite along with existing GStreamer plug-ins modules.  

 

Figure 10.  GStreamer Pipeline for Feature Extraction 

The feature extractor plug-in acts as a pass-through element for the audio stream. Internally, 

the audio buffers undergo the following processing steps, shown in Figure 11: 

! Segment buffers into frames of desired length 

! Compute windowed FFT 

! Compute log magnitude of energy in triangle filter bank 

! Compute DCT of log magnitude filter bank values 

! Store MFCCs for each frame in memory 

 

Figure 11.  Processing Stages in SoundBite GStreamer Plug-in 
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The audio stream stops when the file source reaches the end of the file. At this point, the 

Feature Extractor computes the MFCC means and variances and discards the frame-by-

frame MFCC data. The MFCC means and variances are then made available to the 

application that initialised the GStreamer pipeline. This pipeline becomes quite powerful 

when wrapped into a full feature extraction system for a music library, and it serves as the 

basis for feature extraction in SoundBite for Songbird, which will be fully described in 

Chapter 5. 

3.6 Summary 

Loosely defined, timbre relates to the global property of a song that makes it sound like 

another song. This chapter examined a common spectral-based method of modelling timbre 

using MFCCs, which summarise the rate of change of a signal’s spectrum across frequency. 

MFCCs can be extracted as short-time features and then reduced to Gaussian models to 

describe a song’s timbre in compact form. For single Gaussian MFCC models, a lightweight 

similarity measure serves as the basis of a simple N-closest automatic playlist generator. To 

facilitate automatic playlist generation within a media player extension, a GStreamer plug-in 

was implemented to extract MFCC feature vectors from encoded audio files. This extension 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5, but first Chapter 4 will examine methods for using the 

timbral similarity measure to generate visualisations of music libraries. 
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CHAPTER 4: MUSIC LIBRARY VISUALISATION USING 

DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

This chapter discusses various approaches for generating a configuration of coordinates in a 

low dimensional space, with each coordinate representing a single track in a music library. As 

discussed in Section 2.3, the motivation for generating such configurations is to create 

interactive visualisations that provide an alternative to the text and list-based navigation 

options commonly found in the most widely used media players.  

The focus of this project in the area of music library visualisation is limited to the MFCC 

features discussed in Chapter 3. Each track in a library is analysed to extract 40-dimensional 

timbral feature vectors, and in this chapter various approaches are considered for reducing the 

models to two-dimensional configuration spaces for visualisation. 

The goals of the dimensionality reduction are twofold: 

! Create a lower dimensional configuration space where the Euclidean distance between 

any two tracks is reflective of the distance between the track’s timbre models. This 

problem is fully posed in Section 4.1. 

! Choose a method that can be reasonably implemented to run within a media player on 

a personal computer. 

The second goal introduces several constraints to the problem. The computational complexity 

and memory requirements of the method must be sufficiently low, and the method must allow 

for addition and removal of single tracks to/from the library without requiring a costly batch 

process to reconfigure the lower dimensional space. While the dimensionality of the 

configuration space is arbitrary, it was restricted to two dimensions under the assumption that 

computational restraints and user interface issues would not allow a responsive, user-friendly 

3-D visualisation on common consumer platforms. 

4.1 The Dimensionality Reduction Problem 

For a library containing n tracks, define !ij as the dissimilarity between the pair of tracks 

(i, j) . The lightweight distance measure of Section 3.3.3 is used: 
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 !
ij
= KL

s
i j( )  (10) 

The dimensionality reduction problem can be examined using a multidimensional scaling 

(MDS) [31] framework. MDS encompasses a number of techniques used to reduce the 

dimensionality of data sets for analysis and visualisation. While techniques other than MDS 

are considered in this chapter, it is helpful to pose the dimensionality reduction objective in 

MDS terms. 

Previous sections have referred to audio tracks in terms of similarity. The MDS literature 

defines relationships according to dissimilarity. Dissimilarity is defined such that a 

dissimilarity of zero implies equality, and the degree of dissimilarity increases as !ij increases. 

The dissimilarity between two tracks is always greater than or equal to zero. This change of 

terms from similarity to dissimilarity does not affect the measure in Equation (10). 

Cox and Cox [31] define the set of objects, here audio tracks, as belonging to a set O. The 

dissimilarities ! ij  (i, j "O)  between track i and track j are defined on O !O , and the d-

dimensional Euclidean configuration space E contains the coordinate set X = x
i
: i !O{ } . 

Thus, with n tracks in a d-dimensional space, 
 
x
i
= (x

i1
,…, x

id
)
T  for all i !1…n . The Euclidean 

squared distance between a pair of coordinates (i, j)  in the configuration space is then 

 dij
2
= xi ! x j( )

T

xi ! x j( )  (11) 

The objective of the dimensionality reduction is to find coordinates X in space E such that the 

continuous parametric monotonic function f maps dissimilarities {!ij} to configuration space 

distances {dij} according to 

 dij ! f " ij( )  (12) 

It follows that a “perfect” reduction, in which all dissimilarities are exactly represented by 

configuration space distances, would achieve dij = ! ij  for all  i, j !1…n . Mardia et al. [32] 

provide conditions for such a reduction. For timbre models and the dissimilarity measure of 

Equation (10), the non-Euclidean structure of the dissimilarity space inhibits an exact 

correspondence between dissimilarities and configuration space distances in all but the most 

trivial of cases. 
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To compare the quality of different reduction methods, an objective cost function 

 S =

kdij ! " ij( )
2

i< j

#

" ij
i< j

#
 (13) 

is used where k is a constant chosen to minimise S for a given configuration. This objective 

function will be referred to as the quality measure for a configuration. A perfect reduction 

would have a quality measure of zero. For a set of dissimilarities {!ij} and configuration space 

distances {dij}, it can be shown (see Appendix A) that S is minimised when 

 
�
=

dij! ij
i< j

"

dij
2

i< j

"
 (14) 

It is common in literature [33,31] to scale the dissimilarities in the cost function. Equation 

(13), on the other hand, scales the configuration space to allow a direct objective comparison 

of different configuration spaces for the same set of tracks in a music library.  

Other commonly posed cost functions weight the squared differences with the inverse 

dissimilarity (1/!ij) [34] or arbitrary weights "ij  [31], and such approaches should be 

considered if the specific application dictates that large dissimilarity values or arbitrary track 

combinations not contribute fully to the quality measure. Numerical minimisation of cost 

functions is a common approach for solving the dimensionality reduction problem, and it 

should be noted that the minimisation accomplished by Equation (14) is not a numerical MDS 

solution. It is merely a conduit for comparing the output of different dimensionality reduction 

methods. 

The remainder of this chapter examines several approaches for dimensionality reduction:  

MFCC feature vector truncation, principal components analysis (PCA), classical MDS, and a 

fast MDS algorithm called Landmark MDS (LMDS). One commonly used reduction 

technique, the self-organizing-map (SOM), was not addressed as it has been the subject of 

extensive study for both 2-D [7] and 3-D [19] spaces and is used in a full prototype media 

player implementation in the PlaySOM [35] project.  
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PCA is used extensively in MusicBox [5] as a method of reducing higher dimensional data 

derived from a variety of content-based and contextual features, and the realised 2-D spaces 

provide informative, intuitive layouts reflecting feature similarity. Given these promising 

results, PCA was a natural choice for examination.  

MDS approaches with MFCC data are used in the prototype media player Search Inside The 

Music [17], which generates interactive 3-D spaces for library exploration. The aim of this 

project’s MDS examination is to determine whether such approaches can achieve the primary 

dimensionality reduction goals of achieving a quality 2-D representation with a feasible 

implementation within the technical constraints of a media player extension. 

Two data sets are considered in the evaluation of dimensionality reduction methods. The first, 

which will be referred to as the Example Collection, is a small set comprised of four albums 

and 44 total tracks. The albums were chosen intentionally to provide four distinct sets of 

songs by well-known composers and artists, and the Example Collection is used to show 

configuration spaces and other related results in a manner that allows easy observation. Table 

2 lists the artists/composers and albums of the Example Collection, the general orchestration, 

and the most prominent LastFM genre tag for each album.  

Table 2. Example Collection 
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The second data set contains 48,858 tracks from Artists Without A Label
11
, an online 

distributor for independent artists. The collection, which will be referred to as the AWAL 

collection, spans genres including alternative, blues, children’s, classical, country, dance, 

electronic, folk, hip hop, jazz, pop, soul, reggae, rock, and world.  

The Example Collection will be used to illustrate the mechanics of the dimensionality 

reduction techniques, and the AWAL Collection will then be used to provide a more robust 

comparison between the different techniques. 

4.2 MFCC Feature Vector Truncation 

Given the goal of achieving a low complexity dimensionality reduction, it is worthwhile to 

examine the results of obtaining a configuration space by simply truncating the MFCC feature 

vectors to two dimensions. Experimentation with different elements of the MFCC feature 

vectors resulted in generally poor configurations, but interesting results are obtained when the 

configuration space is defined by the first and second MFCC mean. Figure 12 shows such a 

configuration for the Example Collection.  

 

Figure 12.  Configuration Space Using First Two MFCC Means 

                                                

11
 http://www.awal.com 
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The feature vector truncation results show that the first two MFCC means contain 

considerable discriminatory information. However, this configuration space diagram and 

those that follow should be observed with some caution. The albums in the Example 

Collection were chosen with their timbral qualities in mind, but that does not necessarily 

mean that the ideal configuration space will contain a distinct cluster for each album. Of note 

in Figure 12 are the two Beethoven tracks on the upper left. These two tracks are the Adagio 

sostenuto movement of the “Moonlight” Sonata and the Adagio cantabile movement of the 

“Pathetique” Sonata, and they are the only Beethoven movements in the set that are played 

entirely at a slow tempo
12
. 

Another track of interest is Bruce Springsteen’s “The Angel.” While the remainder of the 

Bruce Springsteen albums occupy a region of their own in the configuration space, the 

coordinates of “The Angel” place it near tracks from both Mozart and Beethoven. Listening 

reveals the arrangement of “The Angel” to contain only vocals, piano, and violin. The 

remainder of the Bruce Springsteen songs contain fuller rock orchestration, including guitar, 

bass, and drums. Thus, it should not be surprising that a quality configuration space would 

separate the timbral outlier on a given album. 

Under casual observation, feature vector truncation provides a meaningful configuration 

space for the small Example Collection. Tracks from each album primarily fall into distinct 

clusters, and the outlying tracks have easily heard qualitative timbral differences to explain 

their locations. But how well do the configuration space distances match the dissimilarities?  

A common method for observing the quality of a dimensionality reduction is to create a 

scatter diagram [36], also known as a Sheperd diagram, as seen in Figure 13. This diagram 

plots the dissimilarities !ij against the distances dij for each combination of tracks. A perfect 

correspondence between the values would find all of the points lying on the line !ij = dij, and 

the scatter diagram for this method reveals a loose linear relationship with a moderate spread 

and a few outlying points that correspond quite poorly. The value of the quality measure for 

this configuration is 1.76. Quality measures will be reported on scatter diagrams, as in Figure 

13, for all Example Collection configurations. 

                                                

12
 Beethoven experts who might contest this assertion should note that this recording of “Appassionista” 

combines the Andante con moto and Allegro ma non troppo movements into a single track 
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Figure 13.  Scatter Diagram for Reduction Using First Two MFCC Means 

4.3 Principal Components Analysis 

The simple method of Section 4.2 provides a meaningful 2-D configuration, but the spread in 

the scatter diagram indicates the quality of the dimensionality reduction is not as good as 

casual observation might suggest. Rather than simply eliminate the information in the 

remaining elements of the feature vector, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [37] can be 

used to generate an orthogonal projection of the MFCC feature vectors onto a 2-D space that 

maximizes the variance of the projected coordinates.  

The higher dimensional data set Z = z� : �!O{ }contains feature vectors 

 
z� = (µ�

1
,…,µ�

M '
,! �

1

2
,…,! �

M '

2
)
T  representing the first 20 MFCC means and variances for the i

th
 

track. PCA treats the full feature vector as a 40-dimensional Euclidean vector, but the feature 

vectors are non-Euclidean concatenations of Gaussian model parameters. Thus, a PCA 

reduction on the full 40-dimensional feature set is bound to yield unexpected results. The 

PCA method was examined for two cases. In the first, the MFCC means and variances were 

normalised and the full 40-D feature vectors were then analysed using PCA. The second case 

only considered the 20-D MFCC means. 
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4.3.1 PCA Method 

For data set Z, the first step of PCA is to centre the data about their mean µz and find the 

covariance of the mean-centred data. As discussed above, the dimensionality p of Z is either 

20-D or 40-D. The covariance matrix 

 R
FF

=
1�
!1

z i ! µ
z( ) zi ! µ

z( )
T

i

"  (15) 

must then be decomposed into its eigenvalues !
i
: i "1…p{ }and eigenvectors 

 
V = v

i
: i !1…p{ } . Various methods exist for the eigenvalue decomposition, and standard 

MATLAB utilities were used in this analysis. The principal components of Z are the columns 

of V
T
 ordered by descending !i, so the PCA transform matrix T is found by selecting the first 

d columns of V
T
. The PCA dimensionality reduction is then achieved by 

 X = TZ
T( )

T

 (16) 

It can be shown [31] that PCA is the optimal transform for dimensionality reduction if the 

squared dissimilarities are defined as 

 !
ij

2
= z � " z j( )

T

z� " z j( )  (17) 

This indicates that 20-D restricted PCA will find the optimal configuration of the 20-D MFCC 

means for each track, but PCA won’t necessarily be optimal for the desired distance metric 

that operates on Gaussian models and not Euclidean vectors in the timbre space. 

4.3.2 PCA Example Collection Configuration Spaces 

Figure 14 shows the configuration spaces obtained with PCA reduction on the Example 

Collection for the full 40-D feature vectors and the restricted 20-D MFCC mean vectors 

respectively. The PCA reduction is quite poor when the full feature vectors are used as inputs. 

This is expected due to the nature of the feature vectors as discussed above. PCA still 

provides the optimal reduction of Euclidean 40-D vectors into 2-D space, but the Euclidean 

distances between the 40-D vectors are somewhat meaningless, leading to the poor results. 
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The restricted PCA reduction on the MFCC means provides a configuration space very 

similar to that of the feature vector truncation in Section 4.2. 

 

Figure 14.  PCA Configuration Spaces 

In terms of reduction quality, the scatter diagrams of Figure 15 show a very poor 

correspondence for 40-D PCA and a loose linearly relationship similar to that of feature 

vector truncation for restricted 20-D PCA. Clearly, the PCA operation on the full feature 

vector can be discarded as a reduction option. For the Example Collection, PCA on the 

MFCC mean vectors provides only marginally better reduction quality than truncating the 

vectors to the first two MFCC means. 

 

Figure 15.  PCA Scatter Diagrams 
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4.4 Multidimensional Scaling 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) [31] techniques include classical scaling, metric least 

squares scaling, nonmetric scaling, and other methods of reducing the dimensionality of a 

data set defined by object-to-object dissimilarity measures. Classical scaling achieves the 

reduction entirely via matrix operations. Metric least squares scaling approaches typically 

involve numerical minimisation of a cost function using gradient descent. Nonmetric scaling 

only preserves the rank ordering of dissimilarities and also typically requires numerical 

minimisation. For this project, only classical scaling was considered in attempts to avoid 

potentially costly numerical minimisations. 

4.4.1 Classical Multidimensional Scaling 

Classical MDS [31] operates on the n ! n squared dissimilarity matrix A defined as 

 A
�

]
ij
= !

ij

2
 (18) 

The n ! n inner product matrix B is then computed as 

 B = !
1

2
HAH  (19) 

using n ! n centring matrix H where 

 H[ ]
ij
= I[ ]

ij
!1 / n  (20) 

and I is the n ! n identity matrix. A spectral decomposition of B allows B to be expressed in 

terms of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors: 

 B = V!V
T
 (21) 

Eigenvector matrix V contains normalised eigenvectors V = v
1
,…,v

n[ ]  with v i
T
v
i
= 1 for all 

i !1…n . " is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. 

The eigenvalues of B can be examined to determine the eigenvectors to use for the 

dimensionality reduction. A reduction to d dimensions requires the eigenvectors 

corresponding to the first d positive eigenvalues. Depending on the nature of B and the 
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number of desired dimensions d, it is possible that there will not be enough positive 

eigenvalues. For large expected library sizes n and a small reduction dimensionality of two, 

this is not of concern. 

The presence and magnitude of negative eigenvalues is an indication as to how poorly the 

configuration space distances will represent the input dissimilarities. With large music 

libraries, it is expected that the dissimilarity space will not allow a precise mapping to two 

dimensions, so the first two positive eigenvalues can be chosen without concern regarding the 

magnitude of negative eigenvalues. Figure 16 shows the 44 eigenvalues of the Example 

Collection ordered by descending absolute value. 

 

 

Figure 16.  MDS Inner Product Matrix Eigenvalues, Example Collection 

The ratio of the sum of the d eigenvalues used for the reduction to the sum of all the positive 

eigenvalues is an indicator of the amount of the variance in the dissimilarity space that is 

preserved by the configuration space. This ratio,  

 !
i

i=1,  !
i
>0

d

" !
i

i,  !i >0

"  (22) 

is shown for the Example Collection and increasing values of configuration space dimension 

d in Figure 17. The value of the ratio for d = 2 is 0.878, showing that the classical MDS 

reduction of the Example Collection preserves much of the variance in its dissimilarity space. 
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Figure 17.  MDS Eigenvalue Ratio vs. Dimensionality, Example Collection 

Once B has been decomposed, the d-dimensional configuration space data X is arrived at by 

constructing 
 
!d = diag("1,…"d )  and  

V
d
= v

1
,…,v

d[ ]  with the first d positive eigenvalues 

and their corresponding eigenvectors. The n ! d data matrix X can then generated with 

 X = V
d
!

d

1/ 2 (23) 

 

4.4.2 MDS Example Collection Configuration Space 

The 2-D classical MDS configuration space for the Example Collection is shown in Figure 

18. As in previous techniques, the tracks from each album are mostly clustered. Again, the 

two Beethoven Adagio movements are separated from the remainder of the solo piano tracks. 

Bruce Springsteen’s “The Angel” is located alone, occupying space in between the cluster of 

other Bruce Springsteen tracks and the cluster of faster tempo Beethoven piano pieces. This 

again fits well with intuition regarding the timbral character and orchestration of this 

primarily piano track. 
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Figure 18.  MDS Configuration Space 

The classical MDS scatter diagram for the Example Collection is shown in Figure 19, and the 

data points are clustered much more tightly along the line !ij = dij than they were for any of 

the previous methods. The quality measure for this configuration is 0.63, which as expected is 

superior to the previous methods. 

 

Figure 19.  MDS Scatter Diagram 
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4.4.3 MDS Computational Issues 

The Example Collection results indicate that MDS is a method worth pursing for visualisation 

of music libraries. However, MDS presents several issues counteracting the goal of 

implementing the visualisation as an extension to a standard media player: 

! Dissimilarity Matrix Storage – MDS operates on the full n ! n dissimilarity matrix. 

The full matrix is required for computing the MDS solution, but the reflection of the 

dissimilarity matrix about its diagonal is redundant in cases such as this project where 

the dissimilarity measure is symmetric. Thus, only n(n-1)/2 storage entries are 

required. Assuming that each entry is stored with eight bytes at double precision, a 

modest 2,000 track personal collection would require 15 MB to store the dissimilarity 

values. However, a much larger collection of 20,000 tracks would require almost 1.5 

GB just to store the dissimilarities and 3 GB to store the full matrix during 

computation. The O(n
2
) storage costs alone are reason to use a more efficient method. 

! Computational Costs of Solving for the Configuration Space – The computational 

cost of classical MDS largely depends on the costs of eigenvalue decomposition on 

the full n ! n dissimilarity matrix. This typically costs O(n
3
) [38].  

! Single Track Update – Personal media libraries are not static. Library size may 

increase incrementally, and a visualisation should not require a costly batch update for 

each track addition. The MDS configuration space is constructed directly from the 

eigenvalue decomposition of inner product matrix B, so the addition of a single track 

either requires a full reconstruction of B and subsequent eigenvalue decomposition or 

a clever method to place the single track addition into the configuration space without 

re-computing the entire configuration space. If such a method for adding a single data 

point to the MDS visualisation is available, it follows that the method should work for 

multi-track additions and possibly even large batch additions. The fast MDS algorithm 

known as Landmark MDS can provide this functionality as well as reduce the storage 

and computational issues discussed above. 
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4.5 Landmark Multidimensional Scaling 

Landmark Multidimensional Scaling (LMDS) is a technique that approximates classical MDS 

with reduced storage requirements and reduced computational complexity [39]. A full 

classical MDS solution is executed on an m-sized subset, referred to as landmarks, of the n-

sized data set. The remaining n ! m  data points are then located in the configuration space by 

computing dissimilarities and triangulating distances using only the m landmarks. In an 

evaluation of fast MDS approaches for visualising large musical artist similarity graphs, Platt 

[33] concludes that LMDS is the optimal fast MDS method for large data sets due to the 

accuracy/speed trade-off involved with the selection of m. 

4.5.1 The LMDS Algorithm 

The first step in LMDS involves choosing the subset of m landmarks. First, the number of 

landmarks m must be chosen. De Silva and Tenenbaum [38] suggest that m be proportional to 

the size n of the full dataset. The landmark points themselves can be selected randomly or by 

using a MaxMin optimisation where a single random landmark initiates the process and each 

additional landmark is chosen to maximise the minimum dissimilarity to the other landmarks.  

Define the chosen landmarks as belonging to the set 
�
 (
�

! O) , recalling that O is the set 

containing the full library of tracks. The full classical MDS algorithm outlined in Section 

4.4.1 is executed on the m ! m landmark dissimilarity matrix to determine Xm, the m ! d 

landmark configuration matrix. The pseudoinverse transpose of Xm is defined as X
#
m and can 

be generated directly with 
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where !1,…, !d are the first d positive eigenvalues of the m ! m mean-centred inner product 

matrix Bm for the landmark points. Vd
= v

1
,…,v

d[ ]  are the corresponding eigenvectors. 

The embedding of an each additional point i (i !M "O)  into the configuration space 

requires computation of the squared dissimilarity measure aij = ! ij
2
 for all j "M , forming the 
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m ! 1 vector ai. For all j " M, a vector aj is formed in a similar manner. The landmark mean 

vector is then  

 aµ =
1

m
a
j

j=1

m

!  (25) 

The new track i is embedded into the configuration space using the triangulation [39] 

 x
i
= !

1

2
X
m

#
a
i
! aµ( )  (26) 

 

4.5.2 LMDS Example Collection Configuration Spaces 

Figure 20 shows the LMDS configuration spaces for the Example Collection using randomly 

selected landmark sets of 5, 15, and 25 landmarks. The 5-landmark configuration lacks the 

general clustering of the four albums that was evident in the full MDS space of Section 4.4.2. 

However, the track locations are clearly far from random, and there is considerable timbral 

similarity between tracks that are closely spaced. The 15 and 25-landmark configurations are 

more similar to the full MDS configuration, with the primary observable difference being that 

they are reflected about the vertical axis when compared to the full MDS configuration of 

Section 4.4.2. This highlights an important aspect of MDS:  the algorithm attempts to map 

dissimilarities to lower dimensional distances, but the orientation of the lower dimensional 

axes is not fixed. While the lower dimensional embedding will show characteristic changes as 

one travels across the space, those changes do not necessarily correspond to explicitly 

meaningful axes. 
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Figure 20.  LMDS Configuration Spaces 

Scatter diagrams for the three LMDS configurations are shown in Figure 21. The 

improvement in correspondence is clearly visible moving from left to right across the 

diagrams. The quality measure shows improvements but diminishing returns as the number of 

landmarks is increased. 

 

Figure 21.  LMDS Scatter Diagrams 

4.5.3 LMDS Parameter Selection 

The Example Collection showed improvements in LMDS configuration quality as the number 

of landmarks increased, indicating that care must be taking in selecting the parameter m. To 

better understand the behaviour of LMDS, simulations were run using the AWAL collection 

as a master library. For each simulation, a simulation library was generated by randomly 

selection n tracks from the master library. Then, m landmarks were randomly selected from 

the simulation library, the LMDS algorithm was executed, and the quality measure of the 

configuration space was recorded. For n = 200, one hundred simulations were run at each m 
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from 20-180 at step sizes of 20. For n = 2000 , one hundred simulations were run at each m 

from 40-400 at step sizes of 40. The mean of each 100 simulations and the middle 90 percent 

of the quality measure results are summarised in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22.  LMDS Quality Measure vs. Landmark Number (Means and Middle 90 Percentile) 

The variance in quality measure for each n,m( )  reflects variation in both the contents of the 

simulation library and the tracks that are randomly selected as landmarks. The outlying data 

points are omitted from the chart to provide clearly readable charts, but their significance 

should not be neglected. One important consequence of LMDS is the potentially large 

discrepancy in different configurations depending on which tracks are selected as landmarks. 

In terms of parameter m, Figure 22 indicates that the benefit of increasing m levels off as m 

increases. Also, the ratio m / n  at which the quality measure levels off is higher when library 

size n is lower. For this reason, it was decided to choose m proportional to n . The 

remainder of the analysis will consider two LMDS implementations: 

! LMDS 1:  m = n  landmarks (lower quality, lower computational complexity) 

! LMDS 2: m = 4 n  landmarks (higher quality, higher computational complexity) 

4.6 Comparison of Reduction Methods 

Table 3 summarises the quality measures for all dimensionality reduction methods on the 

Example Collection. A lower quality measure is a better reduction, and a perfect reduction 

would have a quality measure of zero.  
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Table 3.  Example Collection Reduction Quality Measure for All Methods 

!"#$%&' ()*+,#-'

!"#$%&"'(")$*&'+&%,)#$-*,' ./01'

234'5!%66'!"#$%&"'(")$*&78' 9/:9'

234'5;"#,7'<,6=8' ./19'

;>?' @/1A'

B;>?'5C'B#,DE#&F78' A/:1'

B;>?'5.C'B#,DE#&F78' @/GH'

B;>?'5HC'B#,DE#&F78' @/:A'

These are all relatively good reductions due to the composition and small size of the Example 

Collection. Table 4 presents a more thorough evaluation of the reduction methods using the 

AWAL Collection as a master library. For a simulation library size of 500 tracks, all methods 

were evaluated for 100 runs where 500 tracks were randomly selected from the AWAL 

collection for each run. For a simulation library size of 5000 tracks, only 10 simulations were 

run for each algorithm. Finally, each method was evaluated once on the full 48,858 track 

AWAL Collection. The reported results are the mean quality measure for each method and 

simulation library size. 

Table 4.  Quality Measure Comparison with AWAL Collection and Various Simulation Library Sizes 

!"#$%&' .//'#0*123' .4///'#0*123' 5646.6'#0*123'

!"#$%&"'(")$*&'+&%,)#$-*,' 0/9@' 0/C:' 0/11'

234'5;"#,7'<,6=8' 0/A9' 0/CH' 0/1@'

;>?' A/::' A/GH' IJ4
13
'

B;>?'.'' m = n( ) ' C/GH' 9/G.' 9/G@'

B;>?'H'' m = 4 n( ) ' 9/C:' 9/H0' A/GG'

                                                

13
 The MDS algorithm on the full AWAL Collection would require an 18 GB dissimilarity matrix with close to 

2.4 billion entries. 
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As expected, the MDS method provided the best results for libraries of 500 and 5000 tracks. It 

was not feasible to evaluate MDS on the full AWAL Collection. Feature Vector Truncation 

and PCA gave similar results that were inferior to MDS and LMDS. LMDS 2, with more 

landmarks, provided better results than LMDS 1. Both LMDS algorithms actually improved 

in quality as the library size increased. It is speculated this is related to the manner in which 

the number of landmarks affects the quality measure. If the objective is to provide equal 

quality for all library sizes, the n  factor used to select m may be too small for small 

collections. 

Figure 23 shows execution time for MDS, LMDS 1, and LMDS 2 dimensionality reductions 

as the track library size increases. The reported execution times are for a MATLAB 

implementation of each algorithm on a 2.4 GHz CPU with 2 GB RAM. If the dissimilarity 

matrix memory constraints were not enough reason to dismiss the full MDS method, then an 

execution time of approximately 100 seconds to compute the solution for a 2000 track library 

indicates that MDS is far too costly. For the same 2000 track library, LMDS 2 executes in 

approximately two seconds, and LMDS 1 executes in less than half a second. 

 

Figure 23.  Execution Time Comparison for MDS and LMDS 

It is clear that LMDS is the preferred algorithm for implementation given its relatively high 

quality and low computational costs. In the initial SoundBite for Songbird implementation, 

LMDS 1 has been implemented due to the focus on low computational costs. The results of 

Figure 23 indicate that LMDS 2 should be feasible for libraries smaller than 2000-3000 
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tracks, and a modified implementation will vary the number of landmarks m more 

dynamically with library size to achieve the quality of LMDS 2 in small libraries. 

4.7 Summary 

This chapter defined the dimensionality reduction problem and evaluated four methods:  

feature vector truncation, principal components analysis, multidimensional scaling, and 

landmark multidimensional scaling. The four methods were evaluated on a small Example 

Collection and the large, diverse AWAL Collection. The results of the evaluation indicated 

that MDS provides superior dimensional reductions, but the computational costs are too great 

for large libraries. LMDS greatly reduces computational costs yet still achieves relatively high 

quality dimensional reductions. The evaluation discussed in this chapter supports 

implementation of LMDS as the dimensionality reduction algorithm for library visualisation 

in SoundBite for Songbird. 
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CHAPTER 5: SOUNDBITE FOR SONGBIRD 

SoundBite for Songbird
14
 is an implementation of automatic playlist generation and library 

visualisation functionality as an extension to the Songbird media player. Songbird is an open-

source, cross-platform, fully customisable software media player built on the Mozilla
15
 

framework. This chapter provides a brief description of Songbird, an overview of the 

SoundBite architecture, and detailed examples of SoundBite playlist and visualisation 

features. 

5.1 Songbird Media Player 

Songbird is a cross-platform media player supporting the Windows, OS X, and Linux 

operating systems. Songbird is built on the Mozilla application framework, which includes a 

variety of cross-platform components used to power such applications as the Firefox web 

browser and the Thunderbird email client. Figure 24 shows the Songbird user interface.  

 

Figure 24.  Songbird User Interface 

                                                

14
 http://getsongbird.com 

15
 http://mozilla.org 
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Key Songbird features include: 

! Media Playback and Management  

! Extensible Functionality  

! Fully Integrated Web Browser  

! Integrated Web Services 

! Customisable User Interface  

The most notable feature relating to this project is Songbird's extensible functionality. 

Songbird can be customised and extended with add-ons, software extensions created by a 

large development community. SoundBite for Songbird is implemented as an add-on. 

Examples of add-on features include library navigation enhanced with album artwork, 

LastFM scrobbling, and song lyrics display. Songbird provides an Extension Application 

Programming Interface (API) to facilitate extension development. 

Songbird is an open-source project managed by Pioneers of the Inevitable. The company 

primarily drives core player development, but a wider community of open source developers 

supports development efforts. The first public beta version was released in February 2006 

[40], and since then development has proceeded according to a roadmap
16
 that incorporates 

feedback from the user and developer communities. 

5.2 SoundBite for Songbird Development 

5.2.1 Key Technologies 

Key technologies to SoundBite for Songbird development include: 

! XML User Interface Language (XUL) is Mozilla’s user interface language based on 

an XML schema. XUL involves three components: 

o content – XUL documents defining the user interface elements 

o skin – images and cascading style sheets (CSS) to define appearance 

o locale – sets of strings to allow language localisation 

! Javascript:  XUL script elements allow Javascript to manipulate the user interface, 

make calls to the Songbird API, and access custom SoundBite components. 

                                                

16
 http://wiki.songbirdnest.com/Roadmap 
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! C++ is used to implement key aspects of SoundBite for Songbird including feature 

extraction and dissimilarity measurement. 

! Interface Description Language (IDL) is a specification language that allows 

programming language-independent interface definition. 

! Cross Platform Component Object Model (XPCOM) is a component model with 

language bindings that, in conjunction with IDL interfaces, allows Javascript to use 

Mozilla, Songbird, and custom SoundBite for Songbird components written in C++.  

! GStreamer Multimedia Framework is a Pipeline-based multimedia framework with 

libraries for audio and video playback, editing, processing, recording, and streaming. 

! Songbird Extension API provides interfaces allowing manipulation of media 

libraries, metadata editing, playlist creation, playback control, and other functionality 

for add-ons to customise the user experience. 

! Processing.js is a Javascript port of Processing, a Java-based programming language 

and development environment focusing on images and animation. Processing.js parses 

the Processing language into Javascript, and the graphics can then be rendered to the 

HTML5 canvas in Songbird. 

5.2.2 Architecture 

Figure 25 diagrams SoundBite for Songbird’s primary components and how they interact with 

the Songbird application. 

 

Figure 25.  Primary SoundBite Components 
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A full description of the SoundBite for Songbird source files and structure can be found in 

Appendix B. The following briefly describes the primary components: 

! SoundBite Scripts Overlay – An XUL document with a script that overlays the 

Songbird application and initiates the SoundBite Manager on start-up. 

! SoundBite Pane Overlay – An XUL display pane with configurable controls and 

options for SoundBite for Songbird’s features. 

! SoundBite Media Page Overlay – An XUL document that configures the SoundBite 

Media View and initiates the visualisation script. Media Views are the name for 

Songbird display pages that allow interaction with the library and playlists. The 

default media views are derived from text lists and filtered text lists. 

! SoundBite Manager – A Javascript XPCOM component that manages all aspects of 

the add-on, including feature extraction, playlist generation, and control updates.  

! SoundBite Feature Extractor – A C++ XPCOM component that builds a GStreamer 

media pipeline to extract timbral feature vectors from encoded audio files. The 

GStreamer pipeline decodes files to raw audio and then uses the custom built 

libgstsoundbite GStreamer plug-in to compute MFCC statistics.  

! SoundBite Feature Comparator – A C++ XPCOM component that computes the 

dissimilarity score using the feature vectors of two tracks as inputs. 

! SoundBite Visualisation Script – A Processing.js script that renders media views 

onto an HTML5 Canvas within the SoundBite Media Page Overlay. 
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5.3 Controls and Feature Extraction 

Figure 26 shows the SoundBite for Songbird control pane in the Songbird user interface. 

 

Figure 26.  SoundBite Control Pane in Songbird 

When SoundBite for Songbird is installed and run for the first time, it automatically begins 

processing tracks in the user’s library to extract feature vectors. The control pane provides 

feedback on feature extraction progress and allows the user to pause feature extraction. Figure 

27 shows the feature extraction feedback module. 

 

Figure 27.  Feature Extraction Feedback 
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5.4 SoundBite for Songbird Playlists 

Using the method described in Chapter 3, SoundBite for Songbird generates playlists with the 

currently selected track as the seed track. The pool of available tracks for the playlist is 

limited to the tracks in the active media page. The SoundBite Manager calls on the SoundBite 

Feature Extractor XPCOM component to compute the KL divergence between the MFCC 

models for the seed track and each track in the available pool. The tracks are sorted according 

to the dissimilarity score, and the N-1 tracks most similar to the seed track are added to the 

length N playlist, with the seed track being the first track in the playlist. The SoundBite 

Manager constructs the playlist and loads the playlist into the media view. 

Figure 28 shows an example playlist generated by the SoundBite add-on. This playlist used 

“Run For Your Life” by The Beatles as the seed track. The library is a 5753 track personal 

collection containing a mix of genres from classical to electronic but heavily weighted toward 

rock music. 

 

Figure 28.  Example SoundBite Playlist I 

This playlist would score well in terms of typical evaluation metrics such as artist or genre 

relevance. The Beatles occur three times in addition to the seed track, and the majority of the 

tracks are rock from the 1960s and 1970s. 

The playlist generated using The Beatles’ “Across The Universe” as a seed track, shown in 

Figure 29, contains much more diversity in terms of genre, era, and popularity. This is not 

unexpected. The content-based similarity measure does not consider any factors other than 

what the music sounds like. While this playlist would fare poorly in an artist or genre 
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relevance test, it reveals the type of novel recommendations that can be made by a content-

based system. 

 

Figure 29.  Example SoundBite Playlist II 

Despite the diversity of songs shown in Figure 29, it is common for songs by the same artist, 

particularly on the same album, to be somewhat homogenous in timbre. In these cases, 

automatic playlists will contain many tracks from the same artist or album as the seed track. 

SoundBite for Songbird provides several filtering options, shown in Figure 30, to allow users 

to exclude these tracks from automatic playlists. 

 

Figure 30.  SoundBite Playlist Options 

Automatic SoundBite playlists present songs in a new context and provide a way to explore 

personal music collections outside the context of metadata-sorted lists. The next step in 

enhancing the listening experience is to escape the list paradigm entirely. 
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5.5 SoundBite for Songbird Library Visualisation 

SoundBite for Songbird implements two library visualisation options, Library View and 

Similarity Network View. Both views are derived from the lightweight timbral similarity 

measure, and both implement the Songbird sbIMediaPage interface. The SoundBite for 

Songbird media page is divided into two sections. The top section displays cascaded filters or 

a track list depending on the selected media view, and the bottom section contains the 

HTML5 canvas object where the visualisation is rendered. 

5.5.1 Full Library Media View 

The first view, the Library View, displays all tracks in the active media list using coordinates 

generated by the Landmark Multidimensional Scaling algorithm. The active media list can 

either be the full media library or a user-selected playlist. Figure 31 shows the Songbird 

application running the SoundBite Library View. Each square, which will be referred to as a 

track marker, represents the configuration space location of a single track. 

 

Figure 31.  SoundBite Media Page, Library View 

The top section of the media page displays a cascade filter set. The filter set allows the 

displayed tracks to be filtered according to a variety of textual metadata options, with the 

default filters being Genre, Artist, and Album. A text search box in the upper right corner of 

the Songbird window also filters the visible tracks using string metadata searches. 
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Zoom controls on the upper left corner of the HTML5 canvas allow the user to zoom in and 

out of the 2-D visualisation. Marker size controls allow the user to grow and shrink the size of 

the track markers. In conjunction with the zoom controls, the user navigates the space by 

clicking and dragging to control translation of the track markers. 

Figure 32 shows the SoundBite Media View options, accessible on the SoundBite control 

pane. The first group of radio buttons controls which of the two SoundBite Media Views will 

be displayed when the media page is loaded. The second group of radio buttons allows the 

user to control the manner in which the track markers are coloured. The four colouring 

options are Genre, Artist, Album, and Rating. Listeners who use meaningful genre metadata 

assignments to organize their collection benefit greatly from genre colouring, as it gives 

immediate visual feedback as to the layout of their collection within the 2-D space. Genre 

assignments are inherently fuzzy, and the manner in which different genres relate in the 2-D 

space provides an interesting starting point for exploration. 

 

Figure 32.  SoundBite Media View Controls 

The Colour By Rating option provides a different perspective of a music library. Here, the 

visualisation reveals hints as to how big of a role timbral similarity plays in the user’s musical 

taste. The colouring scale corresponds to the track rating metadata on a scale of one to five 

stars. Five star tracks are bright green, one star tracks are bright red, and the intermediary 

ratings are various shades of orange and yellow. 
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Users who diligently rate their tracks will be able to explore the visualisation for clusters of 

high ratings, clusters of low ratings, and the areas where high ratings and low ratings coexist 

in close proximity in the timbral space. Unrated tracks are coloured in greyscale, allowing 

users to quickly identify tracks that they have not rated. The user can then navigate to the 

unrated tracks and employ SoundBite’s interactive track level features. 

When the mouse pointer is rolled over a track marker in the visualisation, the track marker 

context pane is displayed. This pane, shown in Figure 33, provides contextual information and 

track feature controls. The displayed contextual data consists of song name, artist, album, and 

genre. The album art is displayed on the context pane if the user has imported the artwork into 

their media library. The text information is coloured according to the currently selected colour 

option, allowing the user to associate track marker colours with the metadata that they 

represent. 

 

Figure 33.  Track Context Pane and Library View Neighbour Network 

The track context pane also provides four controls: 

! Play Button – Starts and stops track audio playback. 

! Rating Stars – Allows user to rate track from one to five stars. 

! SoundBite Button – Creates automated SoundBite playlist using the selected track as 

the seed track. 

! Add Button – Adds the track to a user-designated target playlist. The target playlist 

can be changed in the SoundBite control pane.  
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The Neighbour Network feature is activated when the user rolls over a track marker and clicks 

the mouse button. Similar to the playlist generation method, SoundBite uses the selected track 

as a seed track and calculates the dissimilarity measure between the seed track and every other 

visible track in the visualisation. The dissimilarity scores are sorted and the lowest N scores, 

not including the seed, are used to generate the seed track’s neighbour network. The 

parameter N is designated by the user in the SoundBite control pane. Figure 33 shows the N=5 

neighbour network for Daft Punk’s “Digital Love.” Lines are drawn to connect the seed track 

to the neighbours, the seed track is highlighted with a circle, and the borders of the neighbour 

tracks are highlighted. The neighbour network graphics remain persistent in the visualisation 

until the seed track is clicked on again. 

The “Digital Love” neighbour network of Figure 33 gives rise to an important question:  Why 

are the closest tracks according to the dissimilarity measure not also the closest tracks 

according to Euclidean distance in the 2-D visualisation space? Recall from Chapter 4 that 

LMDS does not necessarily provide an exact correspondence between dissimilarities and 

configuration space distances. Rather, the objective of LMDS is to find the best solution 

possible given the dimensional constraints of the configuration space and the computational 

constraints of the library size. The five most similar tracks in timbre to “Digital Love” may 

not be the five closest tracks in the visualisation, but they are still relatively close. In general, 

the LMDS solution should generate a layout where any given seed track has its timbral 

neighbours in relative proximity. 

The neighbour networks for several tracks are highlighted in the SoundBite library view of 

Figure 34. This view shows a playlist of 125 tracks, and the proximity of the neighbours to 

each network seed shows that the LMDS configuration space is indeed a quality 

representation of the underlying track-to-track dissimilarities. However, the fact that a given 

track’s neighbours are not necessarily the most proximate tracks motivates a second 

SoundBite visualisation allowing direct interactive navigation of the timbral neighbour 

networks. 
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Figure 34.  SoundBite Library View with Multiple Neighbour Networks 

5.5.2 Similarity Network Media View 

While the library view provides an immediate visual overview of the general timbral 

relationships among tracks in a collection, expansive collections may present the user with a 

cluttered space of track markers and no obvious starting point for exploration. The Similarity 

Network view was developed to allow interactive navigation of a music library by timbral 

similarity when a user has a specific starting point in mind. It is linked closely to the 

SoundBite playlist creation process, but the media view allows dynamic re-seeding so the user 

can visually explore an expanding similarity network.  

When the Similarity Network view is loaded, the user-selected seed track is located in the 

centre of the visualisation space. The N most similar tracks expand around the seed track, 

where N is again designated by the user in the SoundBite control pane. Define the LMDS 

configuration space coordinates for the seed track as 
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neighbour tracks are located using their dissimilarity with the seed track !si as a radius. The 

direction from the seed track to a given neighbour track is derived from their relative 

locations in the LMDS configuration space, and the coordinates of each neighbour track are 

thus given as 
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The initial similarity network view with Sonic Youth’s “Teen Age Riot” as the seed track and 

N=8 neighbours is shown in Figure 35. The ys = (0,0) coordinate is initially assigned to the 

centre of the visualisation space. The direction to each neighbour track still preserves the 

relative directions of the LMDS configuration space used in the library view, but now the 

Euclidean distance between the seed track and each neighbour is directly in correspondence 

with the track-to-track dissimilarity. 

 

Figure 35.  Similarity Network Media View Immediately After Loading 

Navigation, controls, features, and graphical highlighting are shared with the Library View 

wherever possible. Track rollover shows the context pane where track information, playback 

controls, ratings, and playlist creation buttons can be accessed. The user can expand the 

network by clicking on one of the neighbour tracks.  

When the user requests a network expansion, SoundBite re-seeds the network with the 

selected neighbour and expands the most similar tracks to the new seed. The pool of available 

tracks is the entire playlist or library underlying the media view. When the network 

dynamically expands, tracks that are not currently displayed expand out from the new seed. 

All currently visible tracks shift position according to Equation (27) with the new seed track 

retaining its coordinates. The result is a fluid dynamic graphical transition of the entire 
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network from the previous seed track to the new seed track. Figure 36 shows the similarity 

network of Figure 35 after the neighbour track, “Ergo Space Pig” by Guided By Voices, is 

selected as the network expansion point. 

 

Figure 36. Similarity Network View after Neighbour Expansion 

To allow the user a visual indicator of the path they are traversing through the network, 

previous seed tracks retain their circle highlighting. Looking closely at Figure 35 and Figure 

36, it can be seen that the positions of “Teen Age Riot” and “Ergo Space Pig” do not change 

relative to each other when the network is expanded about “Ergo Space Pig.” This anchoring 

of the previous seed track with respect to the new seed track is a by-product of using Equation 

(27) for track localisation, and it helps keep the user oriented should they decide to return to 

the previous seed and explore the network in a different direction. 

Figure 37 shows the similarity network after two more neighbour expansions. The original 

seed track “Teen Age Riot” is the rightmost track in the image, and the path through the 

network can be found be tracing the circles highlighting the points of expansion. To avoid 

cluttering the visualisation with network connections and track markers, markers and lines 

gradually fade as the active seed track gets further away. 
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Figure 37.  Traversing the Similarity Network 

There is an explicit link between the similarity network view and SoundBite playlists. When a 

user enters the similarity network view with a seed track and N neighbour tracks, the tracks 

initially displayed are equivalent to the tracks that would be automatically placed on a length 

N +1 SoundBite playlist. With the similarity network view, the timbral similarity measure can 

be used to dynamically explore the music library, leaving the actual playlist creation to the 

user. Within the visualisation, users can listen to the tracks, add tracks to their target playlist, 

and explore the network according to their own desires. 

Handing over the task of playlist creation from the automated algorithm to the user is 

consistent with Laplante and Downie’s suggestion that MIR systems encourage browsing and 

discovery rather than attempt to implement a “perfect” algorithm [41]. The similarity 

algorithm becomes a guide, and the user is free to explore their music collection in a new and 

interesting way. 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter introduced the SoundBite for Songbird add-on, a full-featured playlist generation 

and music library visualisation extension to the Songbird media player. A brief explanation 

was given of Songbird’s feature set and why its open-source, cross-platform, extensible nature 

lends well to implementations of experimental tools like SoundBite.  
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Using a variety of technologies under the Mozilla framework, SoundBite for Songbird scans a 

user’s music library to extract MFCC feature vectors. The feature vectors are used as input to 

a lightweight timbral similarity measure that drives SoundBite for Songbird’s playlist 

generator and music visualisations. 

With a single button click, SoundBite for Songbird users can generate automated “sounds 

like” playlists. The playlists are created by comparing the user-selected seed track to every 

other track in the media view, ordering the tracks according to the lightweight similarity 

measure, and truncating the list to the user-designated length. 

SoundBite for Songbird provides two methods to visualise the music library in a 2-D space. 

The library view displays all tracks in a media view using the LMDS algorithm, and the 

similarity network view allows dynamic exploration of similarity neighbours in a space 

defined by both the LMDS configuration and the value of the timbral similarity measure. 

Both visualisation options provide interactive navigation, track colouring options, rollover 

context information, playback controls, track ratings, and playlist creation tools. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Interactive music library visualisations provide a new method of browsing and exploring 

music in a consumer space dominated by list-based navigation. This report presented the first 

content-based music library visualisation available as an extension to an existing consumer 

media player. The implementation builds on previous work in music similarity and 

dimensionality reduction, and the constraints of the media player extension environment 

introduced several challenges. 

The first challenge was to seamlessly integrate timbral feature extraction into the Songbird 

add-on. This was accomplished by implementing a GStreamer plug-in library and 

constructing a GStreamer pipeline to decode encoded audio files to raw audio for feature 

extraction input. The feature extraction library segments raw audio into frames, computes 

MFCCs for each frame, and summarises the MFCC statistics for each track in a feature 

vector. The feature vectors can be compared with a lightweight similarity measure that forms 

the basis for automatic playlist generation. 

The second challenge involved generating a meaningful 2-D track configuration space where 

the lower dimensional distances between tracks correspond to the higher dimensional track-

to-track dissimilarities. Dimensional reduction is a well-studied problem, but the constraints 

of the implementation necessitated a comprehensive evaluation of different reduction 

techniques specific to music libraries and the timbral similarity domain. Computational costs 

played a large role in the evaluation, and the chosen dimensionality reduction method is 

Landmark Multidimensional Scaling. This method provides an accuracy/speed trade-off that 

can be tuned to the library size for optimal performance. 

The final challenge was to implement the interactive library visualisations within Songbird 

Media Player to provide a seamless, full-featured user experience. When designing systems 

with automatic playlists and machine-generated similarity measures, there is a temptation to 

over-automate the system and lose track of the user’s desire to browse. With that in mind, 

SoundBite for Songbird’s map and network-based visualisations were designed to allow users 

freedom to explore music their collections. Unlike typical media player interfaces, SoundBite 

for Songbird provides audio playback, playlist creation tools, and contextual information 

within an interactive visual environment relating to what songs sound like.  
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6.1 Future Work 

In its current state, SoundBite for Songbird offers many promising directions to pursue further 

work. The following list identifies a number of planned feature enhancements and a few 

prospective ideas for more in depth studies: 

! Implement Windows and OS X versions of SoundBite (planned). 

! Develop evaluation framework for investigating the weighted similarity measure of 

Section 3.3.4 (planned). 

! Power SoundBite for Songbird's visualisations using different similarity measures, 

including both content-based, collaborative, and hybrid measures. The SoundBite 

Feature Extractor and SoundBite Feature Comparator are both generalized interfaces 

that could be implemented for any number of similarity measures. 

! Evaluate user impressions of SoundBite in the Songbird community. 

! Provide music recommendations, including playable samples, inside the visualisation 

in the context of the user’s library. Songbird’s strong web integration would allow 

seamless inclusion of external recommendations inside SoundBite for Songbird. 

! Reduce feature extraction time. Currently, feature extraction requires approximately 

five seconds of processing for each song. Schnizter [28] cuts feature extraction time in 

half by extracting MFCC data directly from encoded MP3 data instead of first 

decoding to raw audio. Such an approach, however, would require implementation of 

a specialized GStreamer feature extraction plug-in for every different supported codec. 

As another option, feature data could be retrieved from an online repository, with local 

extraction only necessary for new tracks not in the repository. 
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APPENDIX A: NORMALISING THE QUALITY MEASURE 

This project defined the quality measure for dimensional reduction as 

 S =

kdij ! " ij( )
2

i< j

#

" ij
i< j

#
 (28) 

where {!ij} are the set of dissimilarities and {dij} are the set of configuration space distances. 

We want to choose a value k that will minimise the quality measure. For a given set of tracks, 

the same dissimilarity measure is used regardless of the dimensionality reduction method. 

Thus, when comparing two methods, the two sets of dissimilarities {!ij} are equivalent, but 

the distances {dij} are different. 

Typical MDS solutions naturally minimise the squared distance between distances and 

dissimilarities, so it is unnecessary to perform further normalisation. Some methods explored 

in this project do not behave in this manner, so it is necessary to perform normalisation to 

ensure method comparisons remain valid. 

We are only concerned with the relative proximities in {dij}. The actual units of {dij} are 

meaningless. A brief example should illustrate this concept. Take the two simple 2-D 

configuration spaces X and Y where 
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Each row represents the 2-D location of a song in the visualisation. The configuration space 

distances are then 
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Let the dissimilarity matrix for this small set of songs be 

 !
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     (31) 

For this simple case, configuration space X provides a perfect reduction in that 

 
! ij = dij"i, j #1…n . If we use the quality measure without normalisation constant k, we have 

 S
X
= 0,    S

Y
=
3
2
+ 4

2
+ 5

2

12
= 4.17  (32) 

In the terms of SoundBite for Songbird's visualisation space, where absolute coordinates are 

completely transparent to the users, X and Y provide the exact same representation. Scaled 

configuration spaces are equivalent to manipulating zoom controls. Thus, we need to find a 

normalisation constant that will assess these two simple configurations to have the same 

quality. 

The denominator of Equation (28) can be neglected because all direct comparisons will 

involve the same {!ij}. Expanding the numerator, we have 
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which can be rewritten in terms of a quadratic equation in k: 
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A quadratic equation of the form S
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+ bk + c  can be expressed as 
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Observing Equation (35), we see that the term k + b 2a( )
2

 is always positive and is at a 

minimum of zero when 
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 k = !
b

2a
 (36) 

The rest of the terms in Equation (35) are constant, so it follows that the value of k in 

Equation (36) minimises S
*
 under the constraint that constant a is greater than or equal to 

zero. We have 

 a = dij
2

i< j

!  (37) 

which always satisfies the constraint. Thus, applying Equation (36) to the quadratic in 

Equation (34) gives us a minimised quality measure when 

 k =

dij�ij
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dij
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"
 (38) 
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